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Summary: (AU; Destiel. Based on Pride and Prejudice [2005 movie]) The
Grace family has recently moved to the Missouri territory from
England. With little money their mother worries about her five sons
getting off and married to secure their future. However, Castiel's
stubborn personality leaves him unwanting of marriage. This is a
story of haughty personalities, and blossoming love.

    My Folly

I.

The tattered book lays gently within his hands as a soft exhale
escapes from the lips. The man's blue eyes wander upwards, to the sky
where clouds softly float across the open space. His gaze shifts down
towards the lush open fields that remain empty as far as the eye can
see. Truly was the day beautiful? A sigh escapes from his lips as he
forces himself to stand. It was time to head back. With care does he
shut the cover of his book. The commotion that his stuffed household
creates had caused the man to take this walk around their property
daily. A house of five brothers doesn't allow for the sacred privacy
Castiel so desired every now and again. His soft footsteps carry him
forward. If he had remained outside for much longer he is sure that
his mother would gather her own false suspicions of he running off
with some love interest. He really hadn't been needing her constant
nagging about that matter today. Castiel swore that the only goal his
mother now held was to see all of her children off and married, even
if they don't want to be. Castiel had decided far long ago that he
would take his time in choosing a spouse. If he were to take a hand,
the person had better be worth the time and effort. He allowed
himself to be picky, for the sake of his future. However, he can
grasp and understand his mother's concern in the matter. Their family
had made the move from England to the America's Missouri territory
not too long ago. Most of their family's savings have depleted from
the move and the construction of their house. This left Castiel and
his brothers with little not no inheritance. Their father is old, and



if he was gone, their mother wouldn't have the faintest idea on what
to do.

The sound of chatter contaminates his thoughts as the two youngest
sons, Micheal: seventeen years of age, and Balthazar: fifteen years
of age, holler in delight over something as he approaches the stone
home. Castiel can not help but to emit a rather fond smile at their
noise. They all are loud, but he adored his siblings to a high
degree. He rounds a corner towards the back of the home, moving past
the hanging linen and to a small entryway on the side of the house.
As he approaches, the sound of boisterous laughter fills the room,
mixing along with the noise of Lucifer's fingers gracing upon piano
keys. Lucifer, who is eighteen years of age was the most turbulent of
his siblings. Often had he thrown fits over little things and fought
with their parents, however, any more does he shut himself out and
simply practices his musical skill; He excels at the piano and the
fiddle. Castiel walks towards Lucifer and gives a quiet 'hello' in
passing to which Lucifer gives a simple hum in response.

Castiel rounds a corner in an attempt to maneuver to his room, but
much to his surprise, he spots his other three siblings pushed up
against their father's study door. The muffled sound of his father
and mother's speech can hardly be heard from the other side.

"What is going on?" he inquires.

Gabriel is the one to give him the answer. "A woman named Kali
Bingley will be purchasing land in this area, and in a minor
celebration of the buy, she will be holding a ball."

A squeal of delight erupts from Michael and Balthazar, though the two
are hushed quickly by the lips of Gabriel. Gabriel was by far the
closest sibling Castiel was too. He had a sense of responsibility and
care to his siblings that have gone unmatched by all others, that was
admirable in Castiel's eyes; though he does often get in trouble by
playing pranks on the staff of their household. Nevertheless, Castiel
adored his company, and often had they spent many late nights
conversing about life.

Castiel pulls himself from his thoughts to respond. "A ball?"

"Yes, a ball with many bachelor and bachelorettes, Kali herself
included." Gabriel gives a quick wink which only makes Castiel smile.
He continues, "and the dignified Winchesters will also be attending
said ball. Their family is also very wealthy, and handsome, so the
rumors say. I might add that they are also single."

"Single!" Both Michael and Balthazar remark in unison with an excited
tone.

Castiel digests the information he received and gives a hum in
response. He is more than sure his mother is busy attempting to
convince their father that they all should attend _if_ Kali and the
so-called Winchesters are as well. After all, it is a prime event for
meeting marriage candidates. His thoughts end as the door swiftly
opens, startling all the eavesdroppers.

"My goodness. People." Their father chimes, moving past everyone and
off towards a sitting area. Mr. Grace's grey hair shows his age,
though his face is friendly, warm, and inviting. However, their



father is a busy man who often remains within his study which had
made all of the children feel neglected from time to time. Despite
that fact, they all loved him to a certain degree, perhaps with the
exception of Lucifer, and Castiel adored him the most out of all.
Both father and son share the same queer personality of intelligence
and sarcasm which made it easy for them to bond and get along.
Quickly after Mr. Grace departs from the room does their mother chase
after. She is a small, round woman with a plump face and dark brown
locks of hair. Mrs. Grace's face is flush with stress.

"But Mr. Grace!" She starts with a huff, chasing after her husband
more as all the present children follow she. "You are so tiresome.
Surely we must attend. She will certainly want to marry at least
_one_ of _our_ children."

"She is not moving here to simply _marry_ my dear." A soft chuckle
escapes from his lips.

"You must go visit Kali at once!"

There is a single moment of silence before he responds in a rather
bored tone. "I already have." He stops to sit himself down in a
nearby chair, a smirk slowly drawing itself across his face.

Mrs. Grace pipes up. "You mustn't tease me! You know about my poor
nerves." She also finds herself a chair, and with a red face, she
begins waving at it in attempts to cool herself off.

"Is she beautiful?" Micheal asks as Balthazar leans in quickly to
support his question.

"She must be! And amiable as well."

Castiel wanders off towards the corner of the room to glance out the
window. He emits a small snort as he forces irony into the air. "I am
sure with the amount of money she makes a year, it won't matter if
she was a pig." The remark awards him with a smile from their
father.

Ignoring Castiel, their mother makes a sound once more. "If she
wishes to take _any_ of their hands in marriage. I would be glad to
give consent. She is attending the ball, correct Mr. Grace?"

"Yes, I believe so, alongside with the eldest Winchester boy." He
breaks off for a single moment. "We will attend as well."

Balthazar and Micheal give a shout, and instantly leave the room to
begin their preparations together. Gabriel gives a once over to
Castiel before leaving himself. Castiel gives a laugh full of
fondness towards them all, unaware of what the gathering shall do to
the young man.

It shall be an unforgettable night.

_**Author's note: Thank you to everyone who have read the first
chapter. It means the world to me! Before I ramble more, I must say
thank you to my best Bro and my boyfriend for the support they have
given me as I get back into writing after a year of not doing any
writing. Their support has helped me by a momentous amount. Anyways
obviously I have and will continue to change things from the original



story, but I must stress that I am basing this off of the 2005 movie
with Keira Knightly. I've tried my best to mesh everything well,
though I'm sure that some things may not transfer over too well, and
I apologise for that. And though I have done some research on the
time period and what events may be happening and what that entails.
Things may be missed and messed up which please bring to my
attention. I love learning! Also, even though the time period takes
place long ago, I won't write the speech in the style that was long
ago. I do not have that sort of time for that heavy of a commitment
and I sincerely apologise for that. But please enjoy the story!
Reviews would be greatly appreciated. :3 Also, I am sure this has
been done before, however, this is my take on it! Please respect
that!**_

_**~ Miranda**_

End
file.


